Car and motorcycle deaths: an evolutionary perspective

Mortes por batida de carro e moto: uma perspectiva evolucionista

Abstract  Our aim was to assess differences between men and women in the likelihood of exposure to traffic as drivers of cars and motorcycles, and in the risk of dying from a car or a motorcycle crash, in order to verify the extent to which Darwin’s Sexual Selection Theory could have predicted the findings and can help to interpret them. Study population was composed of men and women aged 18 to 60 years residents in the state of Rio de Janeiro between 2004 and 2010, and in the state of Rio Grande do Sul between 2001 and 2010. We built frequency distribution tables and drew bar charts in order to check whether there were differences between the sexes and interactions of sex with age. More men exposed themselves to and died in traffic than women, especially the young. Society should have an especially vigilant attitude towards men on the wheel due to their increased innate tendency to exposure to risk. Darwin’s sexual selection theory can be an important ally when postulating hypotheses and interpreting epidemiological findings aiming at improving public policies to reduce the excessive number of traffic deaths, especially in societies where machismo is strong or the stimulus to masculinity is exaggerated.
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Resumo  Objetivamos averiguar diferenças entre homens e mulheres na exposição ao trânsito como motorista de carro e de moto e no risco de morrer por batida desses veículos, para verificar até que ponto a teoria da seleção sexual de Darwin pode predizer os achados e ajudar a interpretá-los. A população de estudo foi composta por homens e mulheres de 18 a 60 anos residentes no Estado do Rio de Janeiro, entre 2004 e 2010, e no Estado do Rio Grande do Sul, entre 2001 e 2010. Elaboramos tabelas de frequência e gráficos de barras para verificar se havia diferenças entre os sexos e interação de sexo com idade. Homens se expuseram e morreram mais no trânsito do que mulheres, especialmente os jovens. A sociedade deveria ter uma atitude especialmente vigilante com homens no volante devido à tendência inata deles de maior exposição ao risco. A teoria da seleção sexual de Darwin pode ser um importante aliado quando postulando hipóteses e interpretando achados epidemiológicos que buscam aperfeiçoar políticas públicas para reduzir a quantidade excessiva de mortes no trânsito, especialmente em sociedades onde o machismo for forte ou o estímulo à masculinidade exagerado.
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Introduction

Everywhere there are more traffic crash deaths among men, especially young, than women1. Despite the social, cultural and political explanations presented by gender and masculinities scholars, there is a gap regarding explanations for the origin, i.e. the ultimate cause, of these differences. An attempt to answer this ultimate cause question may point to risk factors, relevant interactions and effective interventions, scarcely or rarely contemplated up to now.

This study, differently from its predecessors1, starts with a priori postulated hypotheses on how and why should the risk of dying in a traffic crash (TC) vary according to sex and age. The theoretical basis of our hypotheses, and interpretation of findings, is Darwin’s Sexual Selection Theory applied to the study of human behavior, specifically, the “Young Male Syndrome”, described ahead.

Risk factors (proximate causes)

The risk factors, or more proximate causes, of TC deaths include the amount or duration of trips, the mode of transport, the use of safety devices, the natural resistance of the individual and the possibilities of cure2-3. Human factors alone, such as reckless behavior, driver’s mistakes and sleep at the wheel, are involved in more than 90% of TCs4,5. Drink and driving is one of the main causes of TCs6,7. An increase in speed is associated with both the probability of a crash occurring and of it being severe and the reduction of speed limits may reduce the rate of TCs8,9. The use of seat belts seems to be the more effective way of reducing fatal and non-fatal lesions6,10.

Who dies in TCs?

Men, especially the young, are the main victims of TCs’ death everywhere. Among the possible causes for this mortality predominance in young men is the reckless behavior in traffic in addition to an increased use of alcohol1,8-10,15-19. Another complementary hypothesis is simply that men drive more. However, even after controlling for distances driven, a large sex difference remains, and this difference depends on age20,21. In any case, increased exposure is also part of the explanation of why they die more.

So, how to explain this discrepancy? If men in fact take more risks by exposing themselves more to and in traffic, there must be a cause for this default behavior.

Darwin’s Sexual Selection Theory

Throughout history, males have been subject to sexual selection through sexual courtship, fights and coercion more than females. This is especially true in mammals, including humans, in whom the demands for pregnancy and lactation reduce the maximum reproduction limit of females22. This evolutionary history generated different adaptations in males and females.

Under this perspective, evolutionary psychologists formulated a theory in which men are more prone to dangerous competition and, therefore, risk situations, than women and that this propensity was adaptive as it increased men’s fitness (reproductive likelihood)23.

The Young Male Syndrome

“Women are, therefore, from the point of view of sexual selection, a “resource” for which men compete. This competition not necessarily takes place as a direct fight for women. Men may adopt different strategies in this fight, competing for other resources that may be converted into reproductive opportunities, such as political influence and social status, for these resources are directly attractive for women or because they help pacify (or repel) rival men”23.

Several lines of evidence support the conclusion that young men constitute a demographic class specialized by sexual selection for maximum competitive efforts and risk acceptance24,25. There is morphological and physiological evidence26. Young men seem to be psychologically specialized to embracing danger. In several activities, young men seem to be especially motivated by competition and less discouraged by danger than older men and women27,28.

Driving and risky driving may not increase male fitness in the modern environment, but the psychological predispositions that lead modern men to drive more and drive riskily may have been adaptive for our ancestors. For example, overtaking by a man may trigger a risky driving reaction in modern young men and teenagers, who might feel humiliated in this situation. Male teenage drivers were less likely to wear seatbelt, more likely to drink and drive and to be involved in TC, when carrying passengers29. On the other hand, middle-aged men, when carrying passengers, especially a woman, were less likely to be involved in a fatal crash – either because in these circumstances they spontaneously drove more carefully in order to protect their women or be-
cause the women insisted that they drove more carefully. To show off skills in the form of keen agility and reflexes while speeding may be an “honest” form of advertising value as a sexual partner to the opposite sex and as an able competitor to other men. To exhibit a lack of fear of driving fast, to drive drunk or speaking on the phone could also be ways of advertising prowess even when handicapped.

Women revealed themselves to be more risk averse than men in several activities, including crime, gambling, sexual behavior and drugs and alcohol consumption.

Hypotheses and their rationale

If men are more competitive and, consequently, more prone to exhibit risky behavior than women, it is expected that they will expose themselves more to traffic as drivers and die more from TC, as these events are related to behaviors such as speeding, drinking and driving, not wearing a seatbelt, exhibitionism, and disrespecting traffic laws. Even when these reckless driving behaviors are not directly exhibited, as is the case for example with many professional drivers and motorcyclists, if driving everyday for long hours is a way of earning an income, more men than women will feel the pressure to earn resources at any price, including risking themselves in traffic for long hours. The individuals who drive a car or a motorcycle are taking risks, provoked either by themselves or by other drivers. If that is a price to pay for some comfort or convenience, it is expected no difference between men and women. However, if in addition to comfort and convenience driving a car or a motorcycle is a way of showing off personal skills, bravery or of earning resources such as an income, in a competition for sexual partners, more men than women will hold licenses to drive cars and especially motorcycles. Additionally, more male drivers will die from a TC, car or motorcycle, than female drivers.

If the main reason why a man competes and, consequently, risks himself, is to obtain sexual access to women (even if unconsciously), the psychological pressure to take risks should lessen, when he already has a woman and a child. There is a higher proportion of married men with children among older men so younger men should take more risks than the older. The younger are trying to obtain resources that older men already have and want to protect; to protect resources already obtained, it is better not to take many risks. Therefore, the difference between the sexes in the exposure to traffic (proportions that hold a license) especially as motorcyclists, and in TC death should be higher among the younger than the older.

Our aim was to assess differences between men and women in the likelihood of exposure to traffic as drivers of cars and motorcycles, and in the risk of dying from a car or a motorcycle crash, in order to verify the extent to which Darwin’s Sexual Selection Theory could have predicted the findings and can help to interpret them.

Methods

Design, settings and population

We carried out an ecological study with annual sectional secondary data that included men and women aged 18 to 60 years, residents in the states of Rio de Janeiro, between 2004 and 2010, and Rio Grande do Sul, between 2001 and 2010.

Data

We collated data for car and motorcycle crash deaths, available at Mortality Information System (SIM), from the DATASUS website (www.datasus.gov.br) in January 2012. We compiled the number of inhabitants in each state from the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE), available at this same website. Anyone visiting the DATASUS website can directly access the same data used for our study. The exact link to these data is: http://www2.datasus.gov.br/DATASUS/index.php?area=0205. We asked representatives from the 27 Traffic Departments (DETRANS) in Brazil (26 states in Brazil and its capital, Brasília), by e-mail and telephone, about the number of licensed car and motorcycle drivers, by age and sex. Only Rio de Janeiro (RJ) and Rio Grande do Sul (RS) provided these data by sex and age; they provided these data in electronic format, the spreadsheet Excel. We did not seek ethical approval because our research relied exclusively on publicly available information legally accessible to the public and appropriately protected by law through the data guardians, i.e., DATASUS and on secondary use of anonymous information provided by the DETRANS of Rio de Janeiro and of Rio Grande do Sul. These data are not individually identifiable and data linkage does not generate identifiable information. We received the data from DETRANS already in an
anonymous format; their representatives provided the data without any participant’s names or any other form of identification. These representatives from the DETRANS were civil servants who provided the data officially, and made sure that they were allowed to provide such data institutionally. The information collected from the DETRANS’ representatives was not publicly available at the time of collection; all of this information is available in the tables of the present article.

Variables

The four outcome variables were:
- Death in a car crash. Driver or other occupant (International Classification of Disease - ICD10, V40 – V49);
- Death in a motorbike crash. Driver or other occupant (ICD 10, V20 – V29);
- License to drive only cars (DETRAN, category B);
- License to drive only bikes or bikes and other vehicles (DETRAN, categories A, AB, AC, AD and AE).

The two exposure variables were:
- Sex (men and women);
- Age group (18 to 30 and 31 to 60 years).

Data analysis

The data analyses rationale was to verify the association between sex and the outcomes considering a possible interaction with age. We elaborated frequency tables and bar charts.

We calculated the proportions of the licensed populations to drive car and motorcycle placing on the numerator the number of licensed drivers in the respective categories (DETRAN categories A and B) in RJ and RS, separated by sex and age group, between 2004 and 2010 in RJ and 2001 and 2010 in RS. We placed at the denominator the number of inhabitants in the same classes of sex and age in the referred states then multiplied this ratio by 100.000 to obtain the number of deaths per 100.000 inhabitants.

We calculated the death to licensed ratio in car and motorcycle crashes placing on the numerator the number of car deaths (ICD 10, V40 – V49) and of motorcycle deaths (ICD 10, V20 – V29), respectively, in RJ and RS, categorized by sex and age group, between 2004 and 2010 in RJ, and 2001 and 2010 in RS. At the denominator we placed the number of licensed drivers to drive only car (DETRAN, category B) and the number of licensed drivers to drive motorcycles (DETRAN, categories A, AB, AC, AD and AE), respectively, in the same classes of sex and age in the referred states. We multiplied these ratios by 10.000 to obtain the number of deaths per 10.000 licensed to drive only car, and to drive motorcycle.

Results

The proportion of individuals licensed to drive a car in the population varied from 36.8% in 31 to 60 year-old men to 13.8% in 18 to 30 year-old women in RJ (annual average in the years analyzed). Regarding motorcycles, these proportions varied from 31% in 31 to 60 year-old men in RS to 0.5% in 18 to 30 year-old women in RJ. The most accentuated differences between the sexes were observed in relation to the proportions licensed to drive motorcycles in RS. The difference between the sexes in relation to license to drive cars was most pronounced in the 18 to 30 age group in RS while in RJ this difference was equivalent in both age groups. The difference between the sexes in relation to license to drive motorcycles was most pronounced in the 31 to 60 year-old age group in RJ while in RS this difference was equivalent in both age groups (Graphic 1, Table 1).

The risk of dying in a car crash in the population varied from 10.3 per 100.000 in 18 to 30 year-old men in RS to 1.6 per 100.000 in 31 to 60 year-old women in RJ (annual average in the years analyzed). Regarding motorcycles, this risk varied from 15.9% in 18 to 30 year-old men in RJ to 0.4% in 31 to 60 year-old women in RS. The difference between the sexes was more pronounced in relation to motorcycle than car deaths. Either regarding car or motorcycle deaths the difference between the sexes was larger in the 18 to 30 year-olds (Graphic 2 and Graphic 3, Table 2).

The risk of dying in a car crash in relation to the number of individuals licensed to drive cars varied from 3.8 per 10.000 in 18 to 30 year-old
men in RS to 0.6 per 10,000 in 31 to 60 year-old women in RJ (annual average in the years analyzed). In a motorcycle crash this risk varied from 38.3 in 18 to 30 year-old women in RJ to 1.3 in 31 to 60 year-old women in RS. In RJ, the risk of dying in a motorcycle crash in relation to the number of individuals of the same sex and ages licensed to drive a motorcycle was higher among women than men in both age groups. The difference between the sexes was more pronounced in relation to motorcycle than car deaths. Either regarding car or motorcycle deaths the difference between the sexes was larger in the 18 to 30 year-olds (Graphic 2 and Graphic 3, Table 2).

Discussion

Driving seems to be a very risky activity in the two Brazilian states analyzed, but it was not uniformly distributed in these populations. Greater proportions of men than women had license to drive cars. In relation to license to drive motorcycles, a riskier activity, the proportions of men were markedly greater. The risk of dying in a car or motorcycle crash in the population followed the same pattern of the proportions licensed to drive; much higher risks among men than among women and more accentuated differences between the sexes in the younger age group, especially in relation to death in a motorcycle. Part of this greater risk of dying in TC among men may be, simply, due to greater exposure to traffic (greater proportions of men licensed to drive). For this reason, we thought useful to verify whether beyond this increased risk due to greater exposure, the risk, considering the level of exposure, that is, in relation to the number licensed to drive, would still be higher among men. Again, we found that the risk of dying in a TC, considering the number licensed to drive, was higher among men. Therefore, the increased risk of death among men was not only a consequence of more men being drivers, but also of men’s behavior while driving. However, there were two exceptions in these ratios: men and women aged
Table 1. Population, number licensed to drive and proportion of the population licensed to drive motorcycle and car, according to sex and age-group, in Rio de Janeiro between 2004 and 2010, and in Rio Grande do Sul between 2001 and 2010.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Population Age-group</th>
<th>Licensed Age-group</th>
<th>Proportion % Age-group</th>
<th>Population Age-group</th>
<th>Licensed Age-group</th>
<th>Proportion % Age-group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1551333 2673560  110305 407008  7.11 15.22</td>
<td>18-30 30-59</td>
<td>118300 11370 487353  7.44 16.35</td>
<td>18-30 30-59</td>
<td>1605809 301349  5882 31439  0.37 1.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1587930 2735315  109871 408115  6.92 14.92</td>
<td>18-30 30-59</td>
<td>180324 11370 487353  7.44 16.35</td>
<td>18-30 30-59</td>
<td>1643480 308165  5841 31531  0.36 1.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1606565 2767061  100522 446002  6.26 16.12</td>
<td>18-30 30-59</td>
<td>180324 11370 487353  7.44 16.35</td>
<td>18-30 30-59</td>
<td>1662671 311632  5637 33954  0.34 1.09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1568507 2925256  106879 468415  6.81 15.89</td>
<td>18-30 30-59</td>
<td>180324 11370 487353  7.44 16.35</td>
<td>18-30 30-59</td>
<td>1605364 3311509  6526 35654  0.41 1.08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1563093 2980047  116370 487353  7.44 16.35</td>
<td>18-30 30-59</td>
<td>180324 11370 487353  7.44 16.35</td>
<td>18-30 30-59</td>
<td>1596274 3369890  7982 37940  0.50 1.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1558132 3036901  127426 513652  8.18 16.91</td>
<td>18-30 30-59</td>
<td>180324 11370 487353  7.44 16.35</td>
<td>18-30 30-59</td>
<td>1588017 3431325  10252 41353  0.65 1.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1560945 3099097  135145 543827  8.66 17.55</td>
<td>18-30 30-59</td>
<td>180324 11370 487353  7.44 16.35</td>
<td>18-30 30-59</td>
<td>1603280 3487173  12703 45182  0.79 1.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Number of deaths and ratios of the number of deaths per ten thousand licensed to drive (a) and per one hundred thousand inhabitants (b) according to type of vehicle, sex and age-group in Rio de Janeiro between 2004 and 2010 and in Rio Grande do Sul between 2001 and 2010.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deaths Age-group</td>
<td>Ratios Age-group</td>
<td>Deaths Age-group</td>
<td>Ratios Age-group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18-30</td>
<td>18-30</td>
<td>31-60</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>8.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>9.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>10.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>10.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>10.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>3.49</td>
<td>9.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>9.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>3.99</td>
<td>10.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>11.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>12.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Ratios* of deaths per one hundred thousand inhabitants (a) and per ten thousand licensed (b) in car and motorcycle crashes in the state of Rio Grande do Sul (RS) according to sex and age-group.

* Annual averages for the period 2001-2010, based on Table 2.

31 to 60 in Rio Grande do Sul presented similar risks of dying in a motorcycle crash, and women in Rio de Janeiro, especially the younger, showed a much higher risk of dying in a motorcycle crash than men in the same State.

The first exception was not a surprise, on the contrary, it was in the expected direction and reinforced the thesis that older men are less competitive and ostentatious of their skills than younger men, therefore, present a more prudent
behavior profile, more similar to women. However, the second finding was surprising, apparently refuting the hypothesis that men are more reckless in traffic than women are and, for that, run higher risk of dying.

Therefore, we observed a strong congruency of the findings and the postulated hypothesis; nearly all comparisons suggested that men took more risks than women did, especially the young. However, according to the number licensed to

---

**Graphic 3.** Ratios* of deaths per one hundred thousand inhabitants (a) and per ten thousand licensed to drive (b) in car and motorcycle crashes in the state of Rio de Janeiro (RJ) according to sex and age-group.

*Annual averages for the period 2004-2010, based on Table 2.
drive a motorcycle, women died more frequently than men in Rio de Janeiro. How could we explain this unexpected finding that apparently refuted the postulated hypothesis?

One possibility is that the women in Rio de Janeiro died often not as conductors, but as passengers on the motorcycles; as the number of female registered motorcyclists was very small in Rio, every death of a woman as a passenger in a motorcycle would have a strong artifact influence on this death per registered driver ratio. Another possibility is that women motorcyclists in Rio composed a special group, with higher propensity to risk; traffic in Rio was knowingly so deadly for motorcyclists that only a special few would dare to face it driving a motorcycle (the very small proportion of women licensed to drive motorcycles in Rio reinforces this suspicion). A third possibility is that women, in general, appear to have less spatial abilities than men, and this skill could be crucial to avoid motorcycle crashes in such difficult driving circumstances as the aggressive traffic in Rio.

One important limitation in our study was that the mortality data did not differentiate conductors from passengers. Therefore, there may be cases in which the conductor was a man, but a woman was a victim as passenger in the car or on the motorcycle and vice-versa. As in the Brazilian culture it is the man who usually drives the vehicle, we presume that it should have been uncommon the situation in which the woman was the driver and the man the victim as a passenger. On the other hand, the inverse should not have been such an uncommon situation; that is, the man driving and the woman being the victim as a passenger. If these assumptions are correct, the deaths of female drivers (based on the number of women licensed to drive) were overestimated in our study.

Another limitation was the small geographical coverage of the data. We tried to obtain data from the 26 States in Brazil and its capital, Brasilia, however only Rio de Janeiro and Rio Grande do Sul provided appropriate data. As we did not aim at comparing States or infer about the situation in Brazil as a whole, the analysis, in two States appears to be adequate. Obviously, it is advisable to test this hypothesis in a larger number of populations for it is likely that populations’ differences may reveal important interactions.

One advantage of our study was that we obtained information about the number of licensed drivers by age and sex. This made it possible to compare men and women regarding the level of exposure to traffic as drivers and to create an indicator of traffic deaths placing the number of licensed drivers in the denominator.

**Implications for public policies**

There are important differences related to the risk of dying and killing in traffic, mainly by sex. Therefore, it may be appropriate to treat these groups differently, especially in societies where machismo is strong. Preventive strategies to reduce deaths in traffic should contemplate, mainly, universal measures directed towards the whole population, such as to reduce the level of corruption in traffic and of impunity in general, but also, measures directed at specific groups, where risk is increased. Some ideas are the following:

- Training, using cognitive-behavioral techniques, to enable men to avoid aggressive and reckless behavior in traffic, derived from situations in which they take as insults to their masculinity and honor or as opportunities for maleness exhibitionism. Obviously, before instituting this kind of training it is necessary to carry out interventional cost-effectiveness studies;
- Monitoring men’s traffic history to apply restrictive sanctions to those who have dangerously broken traffic laws, such as speeding, risky overtaking and tailgating;
- Informing men and women about the risk they take exposing themselves in motorcycles in societies where traffic is highly dangerous, as it was the case in Rio de Janeiro in this study.

Obviously, these are exploratory ideas aiming at initiating a debate and not ready to take prescriptions.

**Conclusion**

Our central argument is that drivers and aspiring drivers of the male sex compose a special group, whom society should treat differently in order to cease traffic deaths from being a routine and become sporadic in Brazil and in other countries with similar or higher traffic death rates. Society should have an especially vigilant attitude towards men on the wheel in these countries.

Darwin’s sexual selection theory may be a potent ally in postulating hypotheses and interpreting findings that aim at improving public policies to reduce the excessive number of traffic deaths, especially in countries such as Brazil and others where there is accentuated machismo.
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